
Newsletter #7

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ONE AND ALL!!

Welcome to the latest edition of my irregular 

updates newsletter and thank you for your 

continued interest and support. More features 

this time about my latest additions, items I'd like, 

auctions and other interesting sites. As ever, 

clicking on the picture or highlighted text in each 

item below will take you to a more detailed site, 

either mine or the relevant one.

Also, if you know of anyone else who might be 

interested in receiving this newsletter please ask 

them to get in touch with me via the site or perhaps YOU could provide me with 

their email address.

Another highlight from my website



This time, rather than highlight a section or 

aspect of my site, I've chosen a specific item. 

Any of you who are football card collectors 

will be aware of the BAINES CARDS of the late 

19th and early 20th centuries but, for those 

who don't, all you need to know is that they 

produced lovely little shaped cards in packets. 

These cards covered mainly football, cricket 

and rugby subjects and they varied from 

professional outfits to amateur clubs and even 

down to local level teams. I have three or four 

Huddersfield cards (including two beautiful ones featuring images of players Joe 

Jee and Sandy Mutch) but none is as rare as the one shown here. Prepared in the 

wake of Town's success in beating Preston North End at Stamford Bridge in the 1922 

FAC Final, this 'prototype' never actually made it to the final version or the presses 

because the Bradford-based company went bust before that could happen - just my 

luck! As a result, this is one of two 'proofs' that I am aware of and will be as rare as 

hen's teeth. As a matter of fact it cost me £50 direct from a collector of Baines and 

Sharpes Shield Cards, LDC Auctions (see below). 

You can find out more on my site about Baines cards in general by clicking on the 

image at right.

Another site that you might like ...



As a follow-up to the previous item, 

it seems a good idea to highlight a 

website which features many of the 

aforementioned Baines cards, 

together with similar contemporary 

ones by Sharpe and Boys Magazine 

amongst others. So allow me to 

introduce you to LDC AUCTIONS of 

Withernsea, Hull. The very red 'homepage' features a menu down the left edge 

which takes you to some very outdated auctions, postcards of topographical 

interest, stage & screen, rugby, boxing, tennis, golf and even 'Disasters'! Their 

'Sports Cards' section features all the expected modern sports, together with the 

more obscure - for this country, anyway - ice hockey and baseball cards, all for sale 

at often not so friendly prices. Also in that section, the Soccer Cards sales reveals a 

telling clue about the age of the site and how often it is/has been updated in that 

they are advertising 'New' football cards for the 2001-02 season! But the section 

which will be of most interest to you will probably be the Other stuff / BAINES 

COLLECTION where you will find sub-sections of their own collection, Bradford 

Industrial Museum's collection, the Baines Cards story, other oddments and similar 

cards and, finally, other Victorian Baines cards. Clicking on any of the latter links 

will keep you entertained for hours, marvelling at these lovely little cards which 

are often so flimsy and therefore so very, very hard to find and why they are so 

ridiculously expensive when you do find them.

I will readily admit that this site is where I purloined much of the text for my own 

'Baines Cards' section as it is clearly the best source of information out there. I was 

even encouraged to buy up a few other non Town-related cards of Lincoln, Bristol 

City and even a couple of not even football ones which show Victorian/Edwardian 

boys at play. They really are beautiful little cards, especially some of the multi-

coloured examples.

So treat yourself by becoming immersed in the company of these little gems for an 

hour or so - you won't regret it.

Auction Watch

If I notice any really interesting auction items related to Town I'll try to bring 

them to your attention here and, if you're lucky, there will still be time to bid 

on some of the lots. Beware, though, as there are Buyer's Premiums and 

bidding-through-internet fees to be applied to all of the lots featured here, not 

to mention 20% VAT and postage if required!



Not strictly a football programme although to all intents and 

purposes it does look like one, this is instead a 'Programme of 

Events' for a Private Film Show at the Huddersfield A.B.C. 

Cinema on 21st May 1972. On offer were half a dozen short 

newsreel films showing Town in FAC action in the 1930s with 

specific emphasis on the Cup runs of 1930 and 1938. You can 

find out just exactly what is included in this 8-page 

programme by clicking HERE which will take you to the review 

of this item on my website. The item at right is available for 

£20 on eBay in a Buy-It-Now auction until 21st December. Postage is free and 

condition looks to be at least good. 

If you think about it, there will only have been perhaps a couple of hundred of 

these printed at best as it was a one night only event in a cinema, so these 

programmes must be very rare indeed. Worth a punt at that price, maybe?

And now a quick round-up of items that I featured recently which have now gone 

under the hammer ...

You will remember Ron Staniforth's 1954 World Cup 

silver plated medal as given to players, assistants and 

referees. Well, this medal - which had an estimate of 

€350 - failed to sell at the 9th December AGON SPORTS 

WORLD AUCTION, in Kassel, Germany.

And this eBay auction of a 1920 FAC Final Steward's 

pin badge, available as a Buy-It-Now auction for 

£399.99 until mid December did not sell. Surprise, 

surprise!

I wish that I owned this ...



Continuing the Baines theme of this letter, here are 

a couple of their FOOTBALL SHIELD cards that I 

would like to add to my collection. The one on the 

left is one of the 'special' cards to feature specific 

players, in this case Jack Cock. I've only ever seen 

two of these cards; one is in the Town book '99 

Years And Counting' and the other I missed out on at auction, but I know who won 

it. (Are you reading this, Tony Sinfield?!!) The other one has always slightly worried 

me, because it rather looks to me as though the 'T.' was an afterthought or perhaps 

even added in pen by someone much later. If it was closer to the word 

'Huddersfield' or even if the whole thing - and not just 'Huddersfield' - was centred I 

would have been more convinced. Anyway, I've never seen one, although there is 

an unscrupulous eBay dealer who is knocking out copies of this exact picture, 

complete with my blue background. I hate that. 

So if you do ever see either of these cards, you know where to find me.

Latest acquisitions

Here we go with the latest items that I've been able to add to my collection. Not 

always cards, I also pick up a few odds and ends, here and there!

I have finally managed to snag another of these collectable 

cut-outs which are rarely seen at fairs simply because they 

are paper and they are relatively 'modern'. This is from the 

IPC Magazines' SCORCHER 'Football Club Badges' set and 

was issued on 28th February 1970. My previous one was 

quite roughly cut, had Sellotaped corners and was lacking 

the orange border, so I was thrilled to be able to cut this 

one myself from a complete back page of the comic. A 

vast improvement!

And here's another cut-out item which I'd not seen before. It's from 

IPC Magazine's TIGER (and SCORCHER) Football Club Colours' and 

was published on 27th March 1976. The much-hated blue shirt - the 

brain-child of General Manager Tom Johnston - is clearly in 

evidence. Copies of this comic are often available on eBay but you 

may end up paying more than the item is worth.



For a long time now I've had a somewhat 

tatty Official HTAFC calendar for 1968 

but I had never added it to my website; 

rather, I preferred to just use the colour 

team picture on my 'Team Photos' section. 

But recently Tony Sinfield provided me 

with an almost perfect 1969 calendar so I 

decided that the time was right to add 

them both and so you can now see them 

in all their glory in my 'VIRTUAL MUSEUM: 

1960s' section.

The clappers were back - yet again - for the Wigan 

Athletic game and I picked one up because it was 

different to previous efforts. This time they were 

significantly smaller but also featured sponsorship by 

Longley Park KIA agents - another first.

Another eBay purchase recently brought me this 

small team photograph of Town before the game 

at Sheffield United in September 1953. It is only 

quite small in reality - about 11cm x 8 cm - and 

came on Ilford photographic paper with the 

date, location and score written in pencil on the 

back. I'm guessing that it was a press 

photograph, but I could be wrong. The writing 

and photographic stock appear authentic to that date so I have no reason to believe 

otherwise. On the plus side, I didn't have a team group photograph for this season 

so I'm very happy.

As ever, it would be remiss of me not to mention this 

section of the website, just in case I happen to have 

the one thing that you've been looking for. Currently I 

have one or two cards, a calendar and a raft of 1973-

74 programmes for sale. There are also a few fixture 

cards from recent years which I know that many of you 

out there collect; they're not really all that rare, but 

you just try finding one nowadays! 

I'll add to this section as and when more items drop 

into my lap.



And, with Christmas edging ever closer, I suppose now 

would be a good time to plug my book as "the ultimate 

stocking-filler!" We all know that it's NOT, but as I now 

knock them out at £4.75 (p&p included) it still 

represents good value. Having said that, I strongly 

suspect that all recipients of this newsletter already 

own a copy so I'm almost certainly preaching to the 

converted. However, you might just be looking for 

something for that other Town fan that you know who 

may not own a copy. Anyway, you can pick up one up - 

or several if you like as the postage is still only £1.75 

no matter how many you buy! - by simply clicking on 

the book cover at right which will take you to my site.

Thanks for taking the time to read this and I hope that it has encouraged you to 

have a look at my site and find something of interest. I should also point out 

that there is a GUESTBOOK on there and if you haven't yet signed it, please do; 

you'll join various luminaries such as Reece Dinsdale and the descendants of 

Town players of old. And remember - if you have anything that you think I might 

be interested in, please get in touch; we might be able to strike a deal!
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